ABSTRACT Vehicular edge computing (VEC) is introduced to extend computing capacity to vehicular network edge recently. With the advent of VEC, service providers directly host services in close proximity of mobile vehicles for great improvements. As a result, a new networking paradigm, vehicular edge networks is emerged along with the development of VEC. However, it is necessary to address security issues for facilitating VEC well. In this paper, we focus on reputation management to ensure security protection and improve network efficiency in the implementation of VEC. A distributed reputation management system (DREAMS) is proposed, wherein VEC servers are adopted to execute local reputation management tasks for vehicles. This system has remarkable features for improving overall performance: 1) distributed reputation maintenance; 2) trusted reputation manifestation; 3) accurate reputation update; and 4) available reputation usage. In particular, we utilize multi-weighted subjective logic for accurate reputation update in DREAMS. To enrich reputation usage in DREAMS, service providers optimize resource allocation in computation offloading by considering reputation of vehicles. Numerical results indicate that DREAMS has great advantages in optimizing misbehavior detection and improving the recognition rate of misbehaving vehicles. Meanwhile, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our reputation-based resource allocation algorithm.
The increasing number of the misbehaving vehicles disrupts VEC and results in lower network efficiency. To solve the problem, reputation is presented as an essential metric to evaluate trustworthiness of vehicles. Reputation management enables network operators to provide rewards for cooperative vehicles and punish the misbehaving ones. This benefits to steer user behaviors, avoid potential attacks and ultimately promote network evolution.
Nevertheless, existing reputation management systems cannot work well for VEC due to various drawbacks. Vehicles and service providers (SPs) would like to query reputation value of a vehicle before interacting with it. Reputation query should be processed promptly to facilitate regular interactions [3] . Timely reputation update is also necessary. In the large vehicular environment, distributed reputation management is crucial to cope with the increasing number of vehicles in vehicular edge networks. Existing work has proposed local authorities (LAs) in different regions for achieving distributed reputation management [4] , [5] . But in [4] and [6] , individual vehicles update their own reputation values by themselves, which cannot ensure reliability of reputation update. Besides, as a vital metric, reputation value of a vehicle should be trusted enough and exactly accurate. Generally, reputation update is based on collecting and aggregating reputation segments for centralized analysis. Reputation segments refer to opinions that are formed by other vehicles after observing a targeted vehicle's behaviors. During the observation, the vehicles always have different capabilities and conditions to observe and evaluate the targeted vehicle, leading to reputation segments with diverse qualities. Thus, reputation segments need to be weighted well for improving accuracy. But the weighting operation is neglected in most of existing work.
In VEC, a well-considered reputation management system should take reliable reputation manifestation, accurate reputation update, and well reputation usage into consideration. The system can consider the following key features:
• Distributed: When reputation management is spread to the network edge, reputation is queried with low latency. Proximal behavior detection is also supported for timely reputation updated. Furthermore, the total workloads of reputation management can be balanced for scalable network development.
• Trusted: Authentic reputation manifestation and update are required. In the system, LAs are capable of undertaking the responsibilities. All the valid reputation segments are strictly collected to LAs instead of being relayed among vehicles as proposed in [4] . Due to changing network topology, reputation relay has a lower efficiency as the relay is influenced by intermittent connections among vehicles. Reputation segments are also easily stolen or forged by compromised vehicles.
• Accurate: The accuracy of reputation update is of paramount importance. Reputation segments should be aggregated with weights. The providers of reputation segments have different prior knowledge and context similarity with a targeted vehicle. For current reputation computation, reputation segments have various freshness. Thus, toward accurate reputation update, distinctive reputation segments need to be weighted properly for considerate utilization.
• Available: Reputation is available for SPs to optimize decision making when service provision. For SPs, reputation of vehicles can become a new metric for determinations in optimization problems, e.g, resource allocation. The advanced reputation management system may consider enriching the reputation usage for SPs. To satisfy the features, we propose a Distributed REputAtion Management System (DREAMS) for secure and efficient VEC. In DREAMS, underlying reputation management tasks are executed by LAs in geo-distributed regions. An LA acts as the trusted authority and schedules VEC servers for local reputation manifestation and update. In particular, every vehicle sends reputation segments of 1-hop neighbors to the nearest LA. The LA weights and aggregates all the reputation segments for updating reputation values accurately. The weight of a reputation segment is calculated by its familiarity, similarity and timeliness. For available reputation usage, reputation values of served vehicles are referenced by an SP when optimizing resource allocation in computation offloading environment. The SP gives them different priorities accordingly. So the SP is of a newly defined characteristic, reputation-assisted optimizations, wherein vehicles with higher reputation values deserve higher user satisfaction. We summarize main contributions of the paper as follows.
• We introduce the concept of VEC. To facilitate VEC well, we focus on reputation management for security protection and efficiency optimization. Thus, our DREAMS wherein VEC servers are scheduled to maintain reputation of local vehicles is proposed.
• We use the multi-weighted subjective logic for improving reputation update in DREAMS. All the reputation segments in a region are collected, weighted and aggregated to form local knowledge of reputation update. The system considers it and reputation history of vehicles to update reputation values.
• We design a resource allocation algorithm for enabling reputation-assisted optimizations in the computation offloading scenario. An SP optimizes resource allocation based on reputation. So the vehicles with higher reputation values are prior to obtain their best response and enrich the user satisfaction. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the related work. We introduce our DREAMS with detailed functionalities in Section III. The multi-weighted subject logic for local reputation update in DREAMS is proposed in Section IV. Section V introduces the concept of reputation-assisted optimizations, and we design the resource allocation algorithm for enabling reputation-assisted optimizations in the computation offloading scenario. Performance evaluation of our schemes is provided in Section VI. Finally, Section VII concludes this paper.
II. RELATED WORK A. VEHICULAR EDGE COMPUTING
Nowadays, major edge computing schemes for enabling VEC consist of mobile edge computing and fog computing in vehicular networks. Mobile edge computing was introduced with details, including the concept, applications and key technologies, by the standards organization European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) [7] . Mobile edge computing is a promising approach for deployment of compute-intensive and time-sensitive applications in connected vehicle environment [8] . As for the combination of fog computing and existing vehicular networks, the concept of vehicular fog computing is introduced in [9] . The authors consider vehicles as near-user infrastructures to carry out a substantial amount of communication and computation tasks. Then vehicular fog computing is proposed to make the best utilization of these vehicular resources by optimizing collaboration among special vehicles, i.e., slow-moving and parked vehicles.
Recently, many researchers have studied various problems when edge computing is realized in vehicular networks. Owing to mobile edge computing, strict latency requirements of communications can be satisfied well for mobile vehicles. As the ideal solution to assist in road safety services, it can support ultralow-latency (below 1 ms) traffic alerts [10] . Besides, mobile edge computing enlarges computing capacity in vehicular networks. Mobile edge computing servers directly utilize pervasive and sufficient computation resources to serve local vehicles. Zhang et al. [11] exploit the servers to offer computation offloading services with fast interactive response and proposed an optimized offloading strategy. The strategy is based on an optimal contract that jointly considers resource limitation of the servers and latency tolerance of computation tasks. Similar work can be found in [12] . Mobile edge computing is also be leveraged as a key enabling technology when vehicular delay-tolerant networks are used for data dissemination to diverse devices in smart grid [13] . With the help of mobile edge computing, most of the computation for making decisions about charging and discharging is done locally with reduced response time and decreased delay.
The work in [9] has presented four scenarios of employing moving and parked vehicles as communication and computational infrastructures in vehicular fog computing. Meanwhile, the challenges and open problems of implementing vehicular fog computing are investigated. With the utilization of vehicular fog computing, applications with mobility support are developed rapidly. An improved geographic routing scheme based on vehicular fog computing is designed for inter-vehicle communications in city environment in [14] . Similarly, Chaba et al. [15] propose a secure and efficient key delivery scheme to minimize delay among mobile vehicles by means of vehicular fog computing.
In this paper, we focus on the utilization of vehicular edge computing for addressing security issues. VEC servers are used to promote distributed reputation management in vehicular edge networks. LAs schedule widely-deployed VEC servers to perform all kinds of reputation management tasks. VEC servers are deployed in the underlying user plane to offer ubiquitous computing environment for mobile vehicles. Thus, VEC servers are of convenience and capabilities for real-time event detection and localized decision making in DREAMS,.
B. REPUTATION MANAGEMENT FOR VEHICLES
To avoid malicious attacks, several work has proposed reputation management in vehicular networks to evaluate and exhibit trustworthiness of vehicles. Reputation value of a vehicle was computed based three aspects in [16] : direct previous experience with the targeted vehicles, recommendations from other surrounding vehicles and the recommendation from a central authority. The central authority manages a database containing all the users. Reputation management is in a centralized manner, whereas it is not practical for the future scenario where billions of vehicles will arise up.
To tackle with the problem, distributed reputation management is introduced. In [6] , an attack-resistant trust management scheme introduced two separate metrics: data trust and node trust, which are to evaluate the trustworthiness of traffic data and mobile vehicles, respectively. In particular, reputation update of a vehicle is based on functional trust and recommendation trust by considering its fulfilled functions and the recommendations about other vehicles. However, the evidences (i.e, reputation segments) about a targeted vehicle are collected to and shared among vehicles. Similarly, Li and Chigan [4] also proposed that behavior detection, reputation computation, and reputation manifestation of each vehicle are collectively performed by itself and its neighbors. Reputation segments are relayed among different vehicles. But in this way, reputation segments are easier to be lost, modified and even forged in dynamic vehicular environment. Moreover, we consider that the workloads of reputation computation from reputation segment collection to aggregation will become much larger with the increasing amount of vehicles. This gives rise to great challenges for a single vehicle with constrained processing capabilities.
Compared with the above work, our work pays attention to the optimizations of distributed reputation management. In this paper, reputation managing responsibilities are efficiently shifted to wide-distributed and trusted authorities, LAs. By scheduling powerful VEC servers, LAs realize highly accurate reputation update and additional reputation usage. The main differences between our work and existing work are summarized as follows: 1) LAs are established by a set of VEC servers and are capable of undertaking complex managing tasks consisting of collecting, weighting and aggregating all the valid reputation segments from vehicles. Vehicles only generate individual reputation segments and upload them to LAs. The reliability of reputation update is ensured. 2) Distinct reputation segments are weighted properly, according to the observing capabilities and conditions of the providers. Hence, adequate reputation segments are prior to be well referenced meanwhile we avoid misdirection of the reputation segments with lower qualities. Finally, high-accuracy reputation computation is achieved. 3) We introduce enriched reputation usage for SPs when service provision. Reputation can be regarded as a new metric for SPs to optimize decision making in different scenarios. The availability of reputation is improved.
III. DREAMS IN VEHICULAR EDGE NETWORKS A. VEC FOR ENABLING DREAMS
To facilitate network functionalities, VEC servers play a critical role in vehicular edge networks. Computing resources of VEC servers are offered by enhanced network infrastructures, e.g, roadside units and base stations. The network routers are upgraded by deploying computing hardware, e.g., CPU, a number of cores, memory size, storage capacity and so on. So they are able to accommodate generic application computing in addition to packet forwarding in the networks. VEC servers utilize NFV technology to highly virtualize physical resources of the enhanced network routers, and thus establish virtual machines for computing instances. Besides, for flexible resource allocation among the edge servers, SDN technology can be used to dynamically create, migrate, offload and destroy the virtual machines according to different network states. Owing to the advanced technologies, compute-intensive applications are implemented with a higher efficiency in vehicular edge networks. VEC servers provide legal accessibility for SPs to directly process user requests instead of uploading them to the remote network core. In vehicular edge networks, ultra-low response time and context awareness support are achieved for greater user experience.
In DREAMS, specialized LAs are established by multiple VEC servers to manage reputation of vehicles in a fully distributed manner. VEC servers offer sufficient computation resources to execute all the related managing tasks. The adoption of VEC servers greatly promotes reputation management. On one hand, due to edge deployment, VEC servers are convenient to collect all the valid reputation segments promptly. Vehicles and SPs can also query reputation value of a vehicle via proximal communications. Besides, complex computation procedure caused by handling with the reputation segments is shifted to VEC servers. This gives rise to high-efficiency reputation update, owing to remarkable computing capabilities of VEC servers. Once a vehicle has malicious behaviors, the corresponding reputation segments are collected in real time and its reputation value is updated dynamically. Hence, timely misbehavior detection is achieved in DREAMS. This benefits to locate and eliminate misbehaving vehicles in time, avoiding potential security threats.
B. FUNCTIONALITIES OF DREAMS
In this paper, we present a distributed reputation management system in vehicular edge networks, as shown in Fig. 1 . By scheduling VEC servers, an LA is able to record, update and exhibit reputation values of passing vehicles in a region. Every vehicle has a unique reputation value to be evaluated for its trustworthiness in vehicular edge networks. The reputation value is stored in the global reputation database and will also be recorded temporarily by the LA. When a vehicle newly enters into the region, local vehicles and SPs can query its reputation value before interacting with and serving the vehicle. 1-hop neighbors observe one neighbor vehicle among the interactions and hold opinions for its recent behaviors. Then reputation segments are formed. The 1-hop neighbors upload the reputation segments to roadside units and base stations via existing vehicular communications, e.g., vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure communications. Finally, the reputation segments are completely gathered in the VEC servers of the LA via wired communications. In DREAMS, the LA utilizes experience of neighbor vehicles deriving from their reputation segments as local knowledge to update reputation value of the vehicle. The local knowledge is combined with reputation history of the vehicle to compute its latest reputation value. The operation is called local reputation update. Consequently, the updated reputation value is recorded to a local reputation database for reputation manifestation. At the same time, it is also saved into the global reputation base via the Internet.
To summarize, reputation management undertaken by the LA mainly consists of the following phases: reputation query, reputation computation and reputation manifestation. Besides, network monitoring and information record are necessary for facilitating the distributed reputation management in DREAMS. We offer more details about the functionalities of DREAMS supported by VEC servers as follows.
• Network monitoring: With the VEC servers, the LA is convenient to detect events in the underlying planes. The surveillance tasks include monitoring network traffic, collecting status information (i.e., beacons containing VOLUME 5, 2017
the driving state, such as location, speed and direction), reputation segments and so on.
• Information record: The monitoring information from vehicles needs to be categorized for effectively recording. The information is always attached with changing pseudonyms of vehicles. By verifying the pseudonyms, the LA acts as a trusted authority to identify the providers of status information, raters and ratees of reputation segments, thus categorizes them to record orderly.
• Reputation query: Vehicles query a neighbor vehicle's reputation value to ensure secure interactions. SPs also do that by accessing to the LA before serving their users, avoiding potential threats from malicious vehicles.
• Reputation computation: For a vehicle, different reputation segments within a time window are collected, weighted and aggregated to form a synthetic reputation segment. By combining the synthetic reputation segment with the last reputation value, the latest reputation value is updated. In this way, local reputation update is attained.
• Reputation manifestation: All the latest reputation values are recorded into the local reputation database for reputation manifestation. If a vehicle departures from the region, the corresponding record will be deleted later.
• Blacklist update: When reputation value of a vehicle drops below a threshold value, the vehicle is either punished or isolated from the network. If necessary, the malicious vehicles are added to a local blacklist, which is broadcasted to vehicles and SPs in the region.
IV. MULTI-WEIGHTED SUBJECT LOGIC FOR LOCAL REPUTATION UPDATE
The core functionality of DREAMS is to carry out local reputation update. For a targeted vehicle, the latest reputation value is updated by jointly considering existing behaviors in a region and past reputation history. The behaviors are evaluated by a synthetic reputation segment. To obtain the synthetic reputation segment, different reputation segments concluded from the interactions are weighted. This is resulted by that neighbor vehicles exactly have distinct capabilities and conditions to observe the behaviors and rate the targeted vehicle. By adequately weighting, the collected reputation segments contribute for highly accurate reputation update. The weight of a reputation segment is mainly based on three aspects: familiarity, similarity and timeliness. The synthetic reputation segment is aggregated from these weighted reputation segments and represents local knowledge of reputation update. The local knowledge is combined with historical knowledge to compute the latest reputation value.
A. REPUTATION SEGMENTS AGGREGATION WITH WEIGHTS
A vehicle i would like to interact with vehicles within communication range in vehicular edge networks. The regular interactions mainly consist of content delivery, data sharing, resource cooperation and so on. After monitoring behaviors of its neighbor vehicles, vehicle i evaluates neighbor vehicles' reputation values. In this paper, we utilize subjective logic to formulate the individual evaluations resulting from the occurring interactions. Subjective logic is a framework for probabilistic information fusion, which operates on subjective beliefs about the world [17] . It uses the term opinion to denote the representation of a subjective belief and models positive, negative statements and uncertainty. Besides, it also offers a wide range of logical operators to combine and relate different opinions. Nowadays, subjective logic has been widely adopted for misbehavior detection [18] , trust management [19] and enhanced position verification [20] in vehicular networks. We consider that vehicle i evaluates the reputation value of a neighbor vehicle j by forming the opinion with the subject logic. The so-called opinion that vehicle i holds for vehicle j is denoted as w i,j , which is a tuple defined as follows:
Here, b i,j and d i,j refer to the belief and disbelief of vehicle i in vehicle j, respectively. u i,j is the uncertainty of vehicle i on vehicle j and a i,j is base rate. According to [17] , belief is the probability that the statement is true, disbelief is the probability that the statement is false, and uncertainty is the individual confidence in a vehicle's knowledge on other vehicles. The base rate is a predefined constant formed from an existing impression without solid evidences, which represents the willingness to believe other vehicles. Especially, the values of b i,j , d i,j , u i,j and a i,j and relationship among them are required by
Using w i,j , the reputation computation result x i,j (i.e., reputation value) is to represent the expectation of vehicle i that the neighbor vehicle j acts cooperatively. The result is calculated by
In this paper, a reputation segment from vehicle i about its neighbor vehicle j is indicated by w i,j . Every reputation segment is weighted after being collected to the LA for accurate reputation update. The weight of a reputation segment is set based on multiple factors. Thus, the traditional subjective logic is evolved toward multi-weighted subjective logic via considerate weighting operation.
Different reputation segments are referenced from a couple of different perspectives. We expect to focus on the reputation segments with higher qualities while avoiding being mislead by the defective reputation segments. In a reputation segment, when the rater has more prior knowledge on the ratee, the reputation segment is of high reliability. Besides, if the rater has more context similarity with the ratee when observing, accuracy of the reputation segment tends to be remarkable. We also consider those new reputation segments more in case of current reputation update. Thus, the weight of a reputation segment is formulated based on three aspects: familiarity, similarity and timeliness. We describe the aspects as follows.
• Familiarity: In the reputation segment w i,j , familiarity value is to measure how much vehicle i (rater) is familiar with vehicle j (ratee). The higher familiarity value means that the rater has more prior knowledge about the ratee. To ensure reliable reputation computation, we focus on utilizing the reputation segments with higher familiarity values. Similarly with the work in [21] , the familiarity value of vehicle i for vehicle j, f j i , is equal to the summation of the belief value and disbelief value, namely,
• Similarity: Similarity value is to measure observing conditions by describing how much the travelling status of rater is similar to that of ratee. We pay attention to the reputation segments formed under better observing conditions for high-accuracy reputation computation. The context similarity between vehicles i and j, denoted as s j i , directly indicates the observing conditions and influences the final accuracy of the reputation segment w i,j . Here, the calculation of similarity value is based on their own status information when travelling on the roads. We consider the cosine similarity measure for formulating s j i . When the status information is a n-dimension normalized vector, s j i is obtained by
where c i k and c j k are the k th element in the normalized vectors of vehicles i and j, respectively.
• Timeliness: The timeliness is defined to measure the freshness of the reputation segment. The formation time of the reputation segment w i,j is t j i and current time slot is t. The delay between them is used in the measure. In historical records, up-to-date reputation segments will be put a higher weight. We set the timeliness m j i with power-law distribution:
where η and ε are two predefined parameters to adjust the influence of timeliness. To sum up, by considering the familiarity, similarity and timeliness, the overall weight of the reputation segment w i,j is calculated by
where α, β and γ are three predefined weighting factors and satisfy α + β + γ = 1. Thus, all the valid reputation segments about vehicle j are aggregated with the weights to acquire a synthetic reputation segment, w 
B. OPERATION OF LOCAL REPUTATION UPDATE
The operation of local reputation update is to utilize local knowledge on behaviors of a vehicle for updating its reputation value. When the LA prepares to update the reputation value of vehicle j, the local knowledge refers to the above synthetic reputation segment, w syn LA,j . Besides, historical knowledge of the vehicle is also been considered. If the LA is the first time to update reputation value of vehicle j, the LA should query key information about the last reputation value of the vehicle from the global reputation database. Otherwise, the LA acquires the stored information from the local reputation database that has recorded the vehicle. LA,j and w loc LA,j are saved into the local and global reputation database to become the latest reputation value and its information. Namely, w las j is replaced with w loc LA,j . The operation of local reputation update for a targeted vehicle consists of several steps. As shown in Fig. 2 , the operation is described as follows. VOLUME 5, 2017 FIGURE 2. The operation of local reputation update.
• Step 1: 1-hop neighbors interact with the targeted vehicle on the roads.
• Step 2: After finishing the interactions, the neighbors put forward individual opinions about the targeted vehicle and upload their reputation segments.
• Step 3: The LA collects all the valid reputation segments within a time window. According to the familiarity, similarity and timeliness, the reputation segments are weighted. The synthetic reputation segment originates from the weighted reputation segments.
• Step 4: If the targeted vehicle is a new vehicle for the LA, the LA requests for key information of the vehicle. Otherwise, the LA searches it in the local reputation database. Then the latest reputation value is locally updated with the joint combination between the last reputation value and the synthetic reputation segment.
• Step 5: Via the Internet, the latest reputation value and corresponding information are updated to the global reputation database. The system announces the targeted vehicle about the update.
V. AVAILABLE REPUTATION USAGE IN DREAMS
Owing to proposed DREAMS, behaviors of vehicles are detected in real time and their reputation values are updated accurately in vehicular edge networks. To reward cooperative vehicles, vehicles with higher reputation values exactly deserve higher priorities when being serving by SPs because of their praiseworthy behaviors. In this paper, we propose a promising method of using reputation well for SPs in vehicular edge networks. To improve decision making, SPs utilize basic knowledge of reputation from DREAMS for solutions of optimization problems. We call the SPs are of reputationassisted optimizations. The new characteristic for describing SPs has two key features:
• Reputation of vehicles is considered as a metric for optimization problems in practical scenarios, e.g., resource allocation.
• SPs accord priorities to vehicles with higher reputation values and enrich their user satisfaction as much as possible.
In this section, we present a case study about how SPs optimize resource allocation with reputation consideration. In computation offloading environment, vehicles offload computation tasks to an SP which rents VEC servers for processing user requests. By taking reputation of vehicles into consideration, the SP optimizes its overall computation resources for served vehicles. We propose anl improved resource allocation algorithm for the SP to achieve reputation-assisted optimizations.
A. RESOURCE BUDGETS BASED ON REPUTATION
Resource-constrained vehicles can upload their computation tasks to SPs which have reserved a certain amount of VEC servers. For simplicity, we consider a case that an SP schedules multiple VEC servers to process computation offloading requests. The VEC servers run a virtual machine to serve a user. The computing capabilities of each virtual machine are exactly determined by the amount of allocated computation resources for every vehicle. The SP searches reputation values of the vehicles by accessing to DREAMS. To allocate overall computation resources, the SP takes both their individual reputation and task requirements into consideration.
There exist a set of served vehicles, denoted as N = 1, 2, 3 . . . , N . For vehicle k, k ∈ N , the arrival of inputting data packets for offloading follows Poisson process with the average arrival rate λ k . The size of each data packet is l k and workloads for processing each data packet is θ k CPU cycles. λ k , l k and θ k are application-centric parameters. The applications for computation offloading in VEC environment can be interactive gaming, image location and natural language processing. For processing the data packets, t max k is the maximum processing latency, i.e., delay constraint. Besides, there exists a least requirement for the computing capabilities of the virtual machine, resulted by individual preference. For vehicle k, its preference for offloading the task is represented by the minimum amount of the allocated computation resources, f min k . Thus, each computation task can be described in five terms as {λ k , l k , θ k , t max k , f min k }. Before allocating overall computation resources, the SP sets various resource budgets for served vehicles. In this paper, we formulate a bargaining game for the SP acting as a decision maker to consider individual reputation and task requirements of the users when setting the resources budgets. Thus, an objective function is expressed for the bargaining game as follows:
Here, according to the resource budget, the amount of allocated computation resources for vehicle k cannot be more than f bud k . The budget is also required not to be smaller than f min k , as shown in the first constraint. By renting the VEC servers, the total amount of computation resources owned by the SP is F. So the summation of f bud k has an upper bound limit, indicated by the second constraint. In the bargaining game, ρ k represents the bargaining power, which is strictly related to the reputation value. For vehicle k, ρ k is calculated by
Thus, ρ k = 1 is satisfied for all the served vehicles.
To solve the problem in Eqn. (10), we firstly neglect the first constraint and use the Lagrange multiplier method to solve it. The logarithmic format of the objective function is easily obtained and we propose the Lagrange multiplier σ for the second constraint. Then the formulated Lagrange function is expressed by
Next, to get the optimal solution, we analyze the characteristic of the Lagrange function. Differentiating the Lagrange function L with respect to f bud k , we have
The Lagrange function is concave so we can obtain its maximal value by leveraging first-order optimality condition: 
By substituting f bud * k into the Eqn. (12), the Lagrange function is updated by
Similarly, differentiating the Lagrange function L with respect to σ and using ∂L ∂σ = 0, we can get that
By substituting σ * into the Eqn. (14), we finally achieve the optimal solution:
As ρ k > 0 and F − f min
is satisfied for the first constraint in Eqn. (10) . So the final solution is feasible for the problem in Eqn. (10) . The SP announces the resource budgets to all the served vehicles. With the consideration of given f bud * k , every vehicle determines its amount of requesting computation resources for maximizing the utility.
B. RESOURCE ALLOCATION FOR ENABLING REPUTATION-ASSISTED OPTIMIZATIONS
The SP issues the resource budgets while each vehicle can determine the amount of requesting computation resources according to a utility function. For a computation offloading task, its performance mainly depends on total processing delay, including wireless transmission delay, waiting delay and executing time of the virtual machine and backhaul transmission delay. Similarly with the work in [22] , we neglect the backhaul transmission delay because the size of final result is much smaller than that of the inputting data. When the amount of requesting computation resources for vehicle k is f k , the average service rate of its virtual machine is µ k = f k /θ k . Then the summation of mean waiting time and execution time is
, based on knowledge of queuing theory. Thus, for processing λ k data packets, the total processing delay is
where r k is the transmission rate of vehicle k in vehicular edge networks.
The utility of a user in computation offloading is based on the difference between acquired d k and specified t max k . With the bigger difference, the user obtains higher utility. Besides, the expected utility is also influenced by the economic costs in terms of payment for the SP. Thus, we consider the following utility function for vehicle k:
where p > 0 denotes the payment for unit amount of computation resource. We set two temporary variables, g and h and they are valued by
By substituting g and h into Eqn. (19) , the utility function is transformed into as follows:
To ensure the difference between t max k and d k is positive, namely, satisfying the delay constraint, there exists g − 1 h ≥ 1 in the utility function. Then we have
Differentiating U k with respect to h, we obtain
Clearly, the utility function is concave. We use the first-order optimality condition can obtain
Consequently, f * k = µ * k θ k is called the best response, which maximizes the utility on the conditions of its own task requirements and pricing policy of the SP.
Within a given resource budget, every vehicle can determine proactively or be forced to accept the amount of computation resources. Let f fin k represent the final result of f k . If vehicle k has a higher reputation value, its resource budget f bud * k is higher. The vehicle has a broad range of choice and is more likely to determine its amount independently. Otherwise, the vehicle will be constrained with lower f bud * k and has to accept the scheduled amount. According to its best response, f fin k is equal to the smaller value between f bud * k and f * k . In this paper, we propose a resource allocation algorithm for enabling reputation-assisted optimizations in computation offloading environment. The algorithm consists of multiple rounds. In every round, vehicles with higher reputation values are of higher priorities for determining its f 
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS

A. SIMULATION SETTING
In this section, we evaluate the performances of proposed DREAMS in an actual urban area of San Francisco [23] . The latitude is from 37.73619 to 37.81505, and the longitude is from -122.51431 to -122.36731. The observed area is approximately 11.03 × 7.6 km 2 , which is divided into 6 grids according to spatial distribution of vehicles in [24] . There exists an LA in every grid for localized reputation management by scheduling VEC servers. In the simulation, we choose 500 vehicles for observations, whose speed ranges from 50 to 150 km/h and acceleration ranges from 0.5 to 1.5 m/s 2 . We set the time period for reputation update is 30 minutes. The percentage of misbehaving vehicles in the network is 10%.
Algorithm 1 The Resource Allocation Algorithm for Enabling Reputation-Assisted Optimizations
Input: The related knowledge of offloading tasks: We consider a scenario that the reputation update is based on beacon evaluation, similarly to that in [4] . We exploit our DREAMS using the multi-weighted subject logic to reflect each vehicle's beacon behaviors. Vehicles broadcast one beacons per minute and they verify the beacons from their neighbors. For vehicle i, its reputation segment for a neighbor, vehicle j, is w i,j = (b i,j , d i,j , u i,j , a i,j ) . a i,j is generally valued by 0.5 in previous work. In beacon evaluation environment, the belief b i,j and disbelief d i,j are updated as follows:
Here, we use κ ∈ [0, 1] to measure the probability that a misbehaving vehicle would like to cooperate in an attempt to hide its selfish or malicious intent [21] . In beacon broadcasting scenario, κ refers to the percentage of receiving valid beacons within the scope of the confirmation, 1 − u i,j . The uncertainty is influenced by the difference between their driving status. With the higher similarity s j i among their status information, vehicle i is more possible to receive the whole beacons due to reliable communications. Thus, the similarity s j i has a significant negative effect on the uncertainty of forming the reputation segment. As both s j i and u i,j range from 0 to 1, we set that the relation among them is expressed by u i,j = 1 − ln(1 + s j i ). In this paper, we focus on two-dimension status information of vehicles, consisting of normalized speed and acceleration. The status information are used for calculating the driving similarity s j i among two neighbor vehicles. Besides, when weighting the different reputation segments, to evaluate the timeliness, two predefined constants η and ε are valued by 10 and 1.05. For a reputation segment, the weights of familiarity, similarity and timeliness are α = 0.2, β = 0.3 and γ = 0.5.
B. PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS
Nowadays, a widely accepted model of reputation computation by using the subjective logic is to use a linear function proposed in [25] and [26] . In this paper, the linear function is represented as follows: ω is the weight and can be set as 0.5, as proposed in the above existing work. Next, we compare the performances between our multiweighted subject logic (MWSL) and the traditional subject logic (TSL) using the linear function. For the misbehaving vehicles, they may pretend to behavior normally within a short period of time, e.g, 10 minutes. We set that all the misbehaving vehicles initially are of great cooperations, in terms of higher value of κ, κ = 0.9. Their initialized reputation values are represented by w = [0.81, 0.09, 0.1, 0.5]. After the camouflage time, they exhibit the misbehavior and κ = 0.1. To detect the misbehavior, the system updates the reputation values in the time period.
As shown in Fig. 3 , we randomly choose 10 misbehaving vehicles for reputation manifestation in the observing time period. After 30 minutes, the updated reputation values are decreased via two reputation computation methods. Their initial reputation values are calculated as 0.81+0.5 * 0.1 = 0.86. But in our proposed method (i.e., MWSL), the decrease of the reputation values of misbehaving vehicles are more than that in TSL. By using MWSL, all the reputation segments are collected and weighted adequately by considering prior knowledge (familiarity), context similarity and uploading time of raters. In this way, we pay more attention to reputation segments with greater qualities and avoid the misdirection of reputation segments with lower qualities. As a result, highly accurate reputation computation is achieved via MWSL. For the misbehaving vehicles, the reputation values updated by MWSL are only ranging from 60% to 74% of those updated by TSL. Thus, our DREAMS using MWSL has great advantages in misbehavior detection with reduced response time.
Besides, for different values of changing κ, the system also figures out according reputation values for the misbehaving vehicles in the time period. As shown in Fig. 4 , with the lower value of changing κ, average reputation value of the misbehaving vehicles is significantly decreased more. Compared with the average reputation value calculated by TSL, that calculated by the proposed MWSL is exactly lower. For example, when changing κ is 0.15, our average value is lower more than 18% by comparing to that in the tradition model. In DREAMS, the lower reputation values are updated in time for the misbehaving vehicles. So our DREAMS is sensitive for the misbehavior although malicious vehicles try to camouflage themselves. It is of great benefits to detect and eliminate the misbehavior timely in the network.
Timely misbehavior detection gives rise to higher recognition rate of misbehaving vehicles and enhanced security in the network. In general, the system distinguishes the misbehaving vehicles when their reputation values are below a threshold value, denoted as ζ . For example, a misbehaving vehicle with initial reputation value represented by w = [0.45, 0.45, 0.1, 0.5], its κ decrease from 0.5 to 0.1 after 10-minute camouflage time. Clearly, due to the misbehavior, its reputation value is decreased continuously over time, as illustrated in Fig. 5 . The reputation update via MWSL is much more accurate, leading to lower reputation value for the misbehaving vehicle. After 60 minutes, the reputation value is descended to 0.14, which is far below that calculated by TSL, 0.27. This means that the misbehaving vehicle is of higher probability for being distinguished as considerable ζ is set. Then we study the recognition rate of misbehaving vehicle via two reputation computation methods within 60 minutes. Fig.6 shows that out method has great advantages over distinguish more misbehaving vehicles. It is obvious that with higher value of ζ , more misbehaving vehicles will be distinguished consequently. But in practice, the value of ζ is considered to avoid unnecessary maloperation for normal vehicles. When ζ is valued by 0.22, our recognition rate of the misbehaving vehicles has already been more than 90% while that of TSL is only 40%. More misbehaving vehicles are detected and distinguished, thus are also punished and even revoked later. Due to higher recognition rate of misbehaving vehicles, the emergence of attackers is easier to be hindered, avoiding potential security threats. Thus, security guarantee is much more solid in the network, owing to efficient DREAMS.
C. EFFECTIVENESS OF THE PROPOSED RESOURCE ALLOCATION ALGORITHM IN DREAMS
To demonstrate effectiveness of our designed resource allocation algorithm, we focus on a computation offloading scenario with the following simulation parameters. There exist 6 SPs in the network and each SP rents 5 VEC servers in a region. Computation capabilities of a VEC server is 8 GHz/sec. Vehicles own bandwidth resources randomly distributed between 0.5 to 1.5 Mbps. During computation offloading, the arrival of inputting data packets λ ranges from 3 to 10 per second, and the size of each data packet l is randomly distributed between 1 KB to 5 KB. The number of CPU cycles required for processing each data packet θ is randomly distributed between 0.1 and 1 GHz. The minimal amount of allocated computation resources f min ranges from 1 to 5 GHz/sec. The total processing delay t max is required from 0.5 to 1 second. We consider that in a time slot, an SP serves 6 vehicles with different reputation values distributed between 0 and 1. The SP firstly optimizes resource budgets for served vehicles according to their reputation values. Fig. 7 shows differen resource budgets for served vehicles when a specified member (taking vehicle 3 as an example) has various reputation values: [0.2,0.4,0.6]. Vehicle 3 achieves higher resource budget as its reputation value is increasing. The higher reputation value results in improved bargaining power in the bargaining game. This leads to increased allocations when the SP determines resource budget for it. At the same time, the bargaining power of other vehicles is lowered due to the improvement of individual bargaining power of vehicle 3, according to Eqn. (11) . Thus, with the higher reputation value of vehicle 3, resource budgets of the other vehicles are reduced in different degrees. For example, when the reputation value of vehicle 3 is improved from 0.4 to 0.6, the resource budget of vehicle 1 is decreased about 15% while that of vehicle 2 is only 3%.
For a vehicle, it determines the optimal amount of computation resources f * influenced by pricing policy of the SP in terms of p. Fig. 8 indicates the acquired utility of the above vehicle 3 with different amounts of requesting computation resource and pricing parameter p. Clearly, the utility function of the vehicle is always concave and thus there exists f * . When p = [0.01, 0.02, 0.03], f * is 13.3, 11.7 and 10.9, respectively. Thus, the pricing policy p plays a negative effect on f * as well as the maximal utility. For example, when p is improved from 0.01 to 0.03, this causes about 82% decreasing percentage for the maximal utility. The rational vehicle only would like to request more computation resource when the price is lower enough. In this way, it can maximize the utility. 9 indicates that in the proposed resource allocation algorithm, those vehicles with higher reputation values are prior to facilitate their best responses f * . Due to excellent cooperativeness, the vehicles are evaluated by higher reputation values, which give rise to higher bargaining power when the SP determine the resource budgets for them. As a result, according to the equation f fin = min(f bud , f * ), the cooperative vehicles in the network are much more possible to be given their optimal amount of computation resources, owing to greater resource budget. We consider that there exist 7 vehicles, whose reputation values are 0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5,0.6,0.7 and 0.8, respectively. Within the observing time, they compete with other vehicles when simultaneously requesting computation resources from diverse SPs. We set the observing time as 60 minutes. From the statistical records, we can conclude that a vehicle with higher reputation value trends more toward realizing its best response. For the vehicle with reputation valued by 0.8, the average percentage of achieving best response (i.e., f fin /f * ) reaches highly to 84% while that is only 45% for the vehicle with a lower reputation value, 0.2. To summarize, via the proposed resource allocation algorithm, the SPs exactly achieve reputation-assisted optimizations wherein the vehicles with higher reputation values are served with higher user satisfaction. The effectiveness of our proposed resource allocation algorithm is finally demonstrated.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we introduce that VEC is resulted by enhancing computing capabilities at the vehicular network edge. We propose our DREAMS for secure and efficient VEC. In DREAMS, reputation managing responsibilities are shift to close proximity of mobile vehicles for improving overall performance. Geo-distributed LAs undertake local reputation management. All the valid reputation segments are collected to LAs for guaranteeing the reliability of reputation update. Distinct reputation segments are weighted according to three aspects: familiarity, similarity and timeliness, acquiring highly accuracy. We also consider enriching reputation usage in DREAMS. SPs can reference reputation values of served vehicles for optimizing resource allocation. We propose the concept of reputation-assisted optimizations and design an optimized resource allocation algorithm for promoting the concept in computation offloading scenario. Numerical results indicate that our DREAMS has great advantages over the tradition reputation computation model in optimizing misbehavior detection and improving recognition rate of misbehaving vehicles. Finally, we also demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed resource allocation algorithm with reputation consideration.
We will further consider to improve the proposed multiweighted subject logic by using existing methods. For example, we can exploit Kullback-Leibler (KL) distance to realize the formulation of the proposed similarity measure when weighting reputation segments. KL distance is defined in information theory and regarded as a widely used measure in terms of relative entropy for difference between two probability distributions [27] . In vehicular networks, vehicle velocity may also exhibit distribution characteristic [28] . By calculating the KL distance between two known velocity distributions, the similarity value between these two vehicles can also be formulated well. Besides, we also focus on more case studies about the proposal of reputation-assisted optimizations in DREAMS.
